UNIVERSITY-WIDE BUDGET CUTBACK PROTEST PLANNED FOR TOMORROW

MASS MARCH ON CITY HALL PLAZA PLANNED BY USS

Faculty Senate To Give Support To Baruch Action?

● Stories On Page 2
The CUNY Dilemma

Once the past several years the City of New York has been in the uncomfortable position of having to borrow record millions of dollars in order to continue providing the city services to the citizenry. City taxes have not been sufficient to meet the costs. The City is desperate.

We must let the politicians know how we feel. And we had better act with a legal claim to the CUNY letterhead. We can only say this: The crisis is real. The fiscal picture is grim. We are facing a freeze in enrollment.

The financial situation has reached a point where it will have to be faced. The City is considering the loss of state and Federal funds in the amount of $150 million. It will result in the dismissal of over 2,000 personnel for lines made available through attrition.

The fiscal situation of the College, or the University is as insane as it is callous. It pays the bills. Whether or not the Mayor has killed the CUNY letterhead, or the University's institutional heads have indicated that no-one is quite sure what the final figure will be on the cutback.

Baruch's Problem

We have just learned that the City has lost millions in dollars it tax revenues because which moved out of City to Long Island or New Jersey. Thus, what is called, in the language of high hierarchy of the necessity in America, to attempt to prepare America to face the tremendous bill the City must pay, in view of the losses. We are looking hard at the Student/Faculty Program Board and the Student Personnel Services. We are willing to serve, to help keep the system alive. We are looking hard at the effect of an adequate commercial vocabulary, and developing familiarity with the forms of business correspondence in the Spanish-speaking countries.
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Your Day Session Student Government Urges You To Give Your Support To The

**CUNY-Wide Budget Cut Protest Tomorrow**

This Year The Crisis Really Is A Crisis!

This Year We Really Do Need Your Support

IF YOU WANT TO SEE YOUR COLLEGE SURVIVE
BE AT CITY HALL
- TOMORROW AT 11:30

Free Tokens Are Available For Those Who Attend Student Government Office 408 S.C.